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It was proved by Leighton [l] in 1952 that the linear differential equation 
E+9 Y’l’ + PC4 Y = 07 r(x) > 0 
is oscillatory in an interval [a, oo) if 
s w dx m --=++ w and a s a p(x) dx = + c0. (1) 
The case Y(X) = 1 had been treated earlier by Wintner [5]. 
It will be shown here that the Leighton-Wintner theorem and other oscilla- 
tion criteria can be extended to the quasilinear matrix differential equation 
LV ss [A(x) V’]’ + B(x, v, V’) v = 0 (2) 
and associated inequality VTLV < 0 (as a form). Here A, B, and V are m x m 
matrix functions, A(x) is symmetric, positive semidefinite, and continuous 
in an interval [a, co), and B(x, V, V’) is symmetric and continuous in 
a < x < co and for all values of the entries of V and V’. Unlike earlier 
results of Tomastik [4], A(x) is not required to be diagonal and B(x, V, V’) 
is not required to be positive definite. I f  A(x) is bounded above, an analog of 
the Leighton-Wintner theorem was shown to be valid in [3] under the above 
hypotheses. Theorem 2 below, without the boundedness hypothesis on A(x), 
states essentially that (2) is oscillatory in [a, co) if conditions (1) hold with 
r(x) and p(x) replaced by some diagonal elements of A(x) and B(x, V, V’), 
respectively. This criterion is much more easily applicable than Tomastik’s 
criterion [4, Theorem 3, p. 14301, which involves several eigenvalues of 
both B and A-l. 
The domain of L is always supposed to be the set of all m x m matrix 
functions V E Cl[u, co) such that LV exists and is continuous at every point. 
Since the continuation problem is not under consideration here, it is assumed 
that every solution V of VTLV < 0 can be continued to x = 00. 
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A matrix V E Cl[a, CO) is said to be prepared (or conjugate) relative to L iff 
V’(x) A(x) v’(x) = V(X) A(x) V(x) 
for each x in [a, co). 
(3) 
A matrix function V is said to be oscillatory in [a, co) iff det V(X) vanishes at 
some point in [b, co) for all b > a. The matrix differential inequality 
VTLV < 0 (as a form) is termed oscillatory in [a, co) iff every prepared matrix 
solution of the inequality is oscillatory in [CZ, co). This definition ensures, e.g., 
that the equation V” + V = 0 is oscillatory in [0, co), as is well known [3], 
easily verified, and an immediate consequence of Theorem 2 below. However, 
the nonprepared solution 
is obviously nonoscillatory. Accordingly, the prepared hypothesis on V is 
needed in order that an analog of the classical theory of oscillation (m = 1) 
can be developed for linear systems. 
THEOREM 1. The inequality VTLV < 0 is oscillatory in [a, co) ;f, for 
arbitrary b 3 a, there exists a number c (c > b), an integer i (1 < i < m), 
and a piecewise Cl function 4 on [b, c] such that d(b) = #(c) = 0 and 
@#, V] = j-c{$%) A,(x) - d”(x) Bdx, V(x), V’(x)]} dx < 0 (4) 
b 
for evuy twnoscilktory differentiable matrix V in [u, a). 
Proof. If VTLV < 0 is not oscillatory in [a, oo), there exists a number 
b 2 a and a prepared matrix V satisfying the inequality such that det V(x) # 0 
for all x in [b, co). Then a unique solution w(x) of u(x) = V(x) w(x) exists in 
[b, co) for any m-vector U(X). The following identity is easily verified by 
differentiation: 
(VW’)’ A VW’ + [( Vw)T A V’w]’ 
= u’TAu’ - u=Bu + u=LVw + G( PAV’ - V’=AV) w’. (5) 
The last term on the right side is identically zero by the prepared condition (3) 
and 
UTLVW = w’( VTL V) w < 0. 
Since A is positive semidefinite, integration of (5) yields 
’ [GA(x) u’ - uTB(x, V, V’) u] dx > 0 
b 
(6) 
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for all c > b and for every piecewise Cl vector function u satisfying 
u(b) = u(c) = 0. In particular, if u(x) = ei+(x) in (6), where $ is an arbitrary 
piecewise Cl function on [b, c] with +(b) = #J(C) = 0, and e, is the unit vector 
with 1 in the i-th position and 0 elsewhere, (6) contradicts the hypothesis (4). 
Theorem 1 enables us to generate various oscillation criteria for VrLI’ < 0 
by specializing +. As an example, we shall prove the following analog of the 
Leighton-Wintner theorem. Our result reduces to the Leighton-Wintner 
theorem when m = 1, and incidentally proves the latter independently. 
THEOREM 2. VTLV < 0 is oscillatory in [a, co) if there exist diagonal 
elements Aii > 0 and Bii of A and B, respectively, such that the following 
conditions hold for every nonoscillatory differentiable matrix V in [a, 00): 




a P(X) dx = + 00, P(X) = B,,[x, V(x)> U41. (8) 
Proof. For arbitrary b > a and K > b + 1, c > K, choose $ in Theorem 1 
as follows: 
4(x) = x - b if b<x<b+l 
= 1 if b+l<x<k 
Then (4) gives 
FM, VI = ,:,1+) dx + (j; f&)-l 
- s":' (x - b12 P(x) dx - j:,l P(X) dx 
It is clear from the hypotheses (7) and (8) that there exists a number k, 
such that the sum of the first four terms on the right side of (9) is negative 
for all k > k, and for c sufficiently large (depending on k). 
Define 
gh 4 = j’ P(t) 4 w e x, 
to 
409!36/3-8 
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and choose K to be the largest zero ofg(lz, , x), K 3 ka . Then 
0 < g&l 3 4 = E&l 3 f4 + g@, 4 = g(k 4 
for all x > K. Integration by parts yields 
fc (1’ -$$o) dx = 2 1; $$ (1; -&) dx > 0. 
k z 
It follows from (9) that F[$, I’] < 0 for some c > b, and hence VLV < 0 
is oscillatory by Theorem 1. 
We note that p(x) is not required to be positive for the truth of Theorem 2. 
Actually, the proof would be considerably shorter if we had assumed that 
p(x) was positive for large x since the last term in (9) would obviously be 
negative. 
The hypotheses (7) and (8) of Th eorem 2 are more easily tested than those 
given by Tomastik [4] since only the diagonal entries of A and B are involved. 
It is not necessary to invert A or to compute any eigenvalues of A-l or B. 
The sufficient conditions (7) and (8) are not necessary for oscillation, as 
shown by the oscillatory Euler equation 
y” + cx.-2y = 0, a>2 
in 1 < x < co. In fact, a classic result of Kneser is that the differential 
equation y” + p(x)r = 0 is oscillatory if 
liF+&f x2p(x) > $ . 
The following is a Kneser-type oscillation criterion for systems. 
THEOREM 3. VTLV < 0 is oscillatory in [a, co) if there exists an integer 
i (1 < i < m) such that the following conditions hold: 
(i) 4x2p(x) > r(x) 
for all suficiently large x; 
(ii) r(x) is bounded above; 
(iii) j: t (p(t) - $$) dt = + co, 
where 
+4 = A&>, ~(4 = Bdx, V(x), Vx)l, 
valid for every nonoscillatory d@rentiable V in [a, co). 
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If A,,(x) = K for all X, condition (iii) can be replaced by the weaker condi- 
tion 
m 
liy+%up log x s ( ;z t P(t) - at2 q at > K. 
This is proved similarly to Theorem 2 by first transforming F[& V] by the 
substitutions 
x = et 
and then choosing # to be a piecewise linear function on [b, c] with 
$h(b) = I)(c) = 0. 
In particular, Theorem 3 shows that VrLV < 0 is oscillatory if A,,(x) = K 
and 
lizinf x2p(x) > G . 
Analogous oscillation criteria can be obtained by similar analysis for opera- 
tors L, defined by 
L,V = [A(x) vq’ + B(x, v, V’) v + 2C(x, v, v,) 8’, 
where A and B are as before, A in addition, is positive definite in [a, co), and 
C is symmetric and continuous in all its arguments. (It is not true that L, is a 
specialization of L since V-l is needed in general to construct an L equal to a 
given L, .) 
Let H(x, V, I”) be a diagonal matrix such that the 2m x 2m matrix 
( 
44 - cqx, v, V’) 
- C(x, v, V’) H(% v, V’) ) 
is positive definite. The existence of H is easily shown by an inductive argu- 
ment on account of the positive definite hypothesis on A [2]. 
THEOREM 4. VTLIV < 0 is oscillatory in [a, 00) if there exists an integer i 
such that 
s * dx -=+co, I ;[P(x) - WI dx = + ~0, (I 44 
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and the following function is bounded above in a < x < CO : 
where p(x) and Y(X) are as in Theorem 2 and 
h(x) = &[x, V(x), W)l, 4(x) = C&9 ‘I/‘(x), q41, 
for every nonoscillatory d$%rentiable matrix V in [a, CO). 
This is proved by considering the following analog of the functional in (4): 
JTv4 VI = J-1 W) &2(x) - 3764 464 +‘w - [P(X) - @)I d”W dx* 
The argument is similar to that used in Theorems 1 and 2 and will be omitted. 
Added in proof: An analog of Theorem 2 has been obtained by Kurt Kreith 
[Oscillation criteria for nonlinear matrix differential equations, PYOC. Amer. Math. 
Sot. 26 (1970), 270-2721. 
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